Identify hidden benefits within your
logistics network
Have you asked:
What if I exchange a carrier?
What if I move my warehouse?
What if I change my routes?
Flo IQ allows you to model these scenarios and more to see the impact of changes

Identify Benefits, Quantify Returns
Flo IQ, our Identify and Quantify Accelerator, allows you to quickly simulate new logistics scenarios
and uncover hidden benefits within your transportation operations.
Leverage your transport data and identify quick-win opportunities while quantifying the business
case for larger improvements like systems implementation.
We load your operational and transport network data, Flo IQ then enables us to perform detailed
what-if scenario analysis and model the impact of changes with minimal upfront investment. Using
your data we are able to obtain highly accurate results. Dashboards and operational metrics are
included to compare results side by side and determine the optimal course of action.
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Our Approach

Identify hidden benefits in 6 weeks
Flo IQ is a fast and cost effective way to identify improvement areas in your logistics network.

Collect Data
We collect your master data (locations, carriers, rates) along with one week’s
transactional data (transport orders, shipments)
This is processed using our data templates ready for loading to Flo IQ

Create Baseline Scenario
We use your data to replicate your current transportation network in Flo IQ

Run Modelling Scenarios
Together we will detail the business requirements and scenarios to be modelled
e.g. What if I exchange a carrier? What if I change my routes?
Flo IQ performs detailed what-if analysis providing highly accurate results

Compare Results
We compare the baseline with Flo IQ results, measuring:
The cost and number of shipments planned for a given period of orders and shipments
The absolute and % difference between baseline costs and modelled scenario costs
The differences between the baseline scenario and the modelled scenario

Identify Improvements (Week 6)
We identify hidden benefits and areas of improvements
We will prepare a presentation highlighting the benefits that could be achieved along
with a demo based on your transportation data to show an optimised future scenario

Implement Change
Make process changes or implement systems based on the proven benefit case

